INVICTA FTC Match – March 25, 2017
The first match of the year at Invicta was a challenge, weather forecast severe thunderstorms hitting us
at noon, so as folks showed up, we started them shooting, thereby hoping to be spared getting soaked or
struck by lightning.
We did not get wet, but the winds were pretty bad before anyone even started shooting, we started at 12 - 18
mph winds and it was predicted to hit 50 mph a little after noon, so us WFTF class shooters were aiming off the
target for a bunch of shots!
Harold decided to bring out his Air Arms FTP 900 that he has just modified, along with a scope he had just put
the scope on, using new pellets, something I would never do myself, LOL. He did very well with it, even his last
lane, last target, were, just as he shot, the end plug on his barrel sleeve shot out, he hit the kill area with the
pellet and it went down despite all the action happening at the barrel!!
So needless to say there was no big scores today, but despite this we did have a top tied score, one WFTF
class and one Hunter class shooter, well the only guy shooting hunter!
The good news is everyone finished the course safe and dry, and we headed to Hickory House to enjoy the
buffet, thanks to everyone that made it out, we had fun!
David Slade
World Class
46/60 Harold Rushton
Air Arms FTP 900
45/60 David Slade Steyr LG 100 FT

Sightron 10-50
Bushnell 8-32

H&N Sniper 8.5
JSB Exact 8.44

Hunter Class
46/60 Larry Cleveland

TM 1000

Hawke 4-16

AA 10.3

Open Class
43/60 Ray Barnett
41/60 Roz Sumpter
30/60 Jim Baumann
29/60 Pat O'Brien

Marauder
TM 1000
Marauder
TM 1000

Aeon 10-40
Sightron 10-50
Bushnell 8-32
Nikko 10-50

AA 10.3
AA 10.3
AA 10.3
JSB 10.3

World Class Piston
40/60 Brad Troyer
34/60 Steve Vines

TX 200
TX 200

Sightron 10-50
B & L 6-24

AA 8.4
JSB 7.9

